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In this third novel of the "New York Times"-bestselling
series, civil war looms in Oz, and an ancient oracle
named Yackle prepares for death. But before she can
die, the Cowardly Lion arrives seeking knowledge about
Elphaba Thropp, the Wicked Witch of the West.
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Equations:Regression Equations are also known as
estimating equations or algebraic expressions of the
regression lines. There are two regression lines,so there
are two regression equations.The regression equations of
X and Y is used to describe the variations in the values
of X on Y is used to describe the variations in the values of X for given changes in Y and
the regression equation of Y on x is used to describe the variation in the values of Y for
given changes in X.Regression Equation of Y on XThe regression equation of Y on x is
expressed as follows: Y=a +bXIt may ne noted that in this equation 'Y' is a dependent
variable,ie;we can take a given value of X and compute the value of Y.'a' is "Y-intercept"
because its value is the point at which the regression line crosses the Y-axis,that is,the
vertical axis. 'b' is the "slope" of line.It represent change in Y variable for a unit change in
X variable.'a' and 'b' are numerical constants.To get the values of a and b we can use
following two normal equations are to be solved simultaneously: SY = Na +bSX SXY=
aSX + b SX2 Regression Equation of X on YThe regression equation of X on Y is
expressed as follows:Xc = a + bYTo get 'a' and 'b" we can solve these two normal
equations. SX = Na + b SY SXY= a SY + b SY2Linear Regression FormulaRegression
Formula1) Regression Equation (Y) = a + bX Slope(b) = [NSXY - (SX)(SY)] / [NSX2 (SX)2] Intercept(a) = [SY - b(SX)] / Nwhere x and y are the variables. 'b' represents slope
of the regression line ' a' represents intercept point of the regression line and the y axis.
'N' represents number of values or elements X represents First Score Y represents Second
Score SXY represents sum of the product of first and Second Scores SX represents sum
of First Scores SY represents sum of Second Scores SX2 represents sum of square First
Scores2) Regression Equation(X) = a + bY Slope(b) = (NSXY - (SX)(SY)) / (NSY2 (SY)2) Intercept(a) = (SX - b(SY)) / N By the use of these equations we can calculate 'a'

and 'b'.Table with X value and Y value:Example of Linear Regression Equation Example
:find the Simple/Linear Regression of the given table.X Values Y Values60 3.161 3.662
3.863 465 4.1 To find regression equation, first we will find slope, intercept and use it to
form regression equation.. 1st Step :Count the number of values. N = 5 2nd Step : Find
XY, X2 See the below tableX Value Y Value X*Y X*X60 3.1 60 * 3.1 = 186 60 * 60 =
360061 3.6 61 * 3.6 = 219.6 61 * 61 = 372162 3.8 62 * 3.8 = 235.6 62 * 62 = 384463 4
63 * 4 = 252 63 * 63 = 396965 4.1 65 * 4.1 = 266.5 65 * 65 = 4225 3rd Step: Find SX,
SY, SXY, SX2. SX = 311 SY = 18.6 SXY = 1159.7 SX2 = 19359 4th Step: Substitute in
the above slope formula given. Slope(b) = (NSXY - (SX)(SY)) / (NSX2 - (SX)2) =
((5)*(1159.7)-(311)*(18.6))/((5)*(19359)-(311)2) = (5798.5 - 5784.6)/(96795 - 96721) =
13.9/74 = 0.19 5th Step: Now, again substitute in the above intercept formula given.
Intercept(a) = (SY - b(SX)) / N = (18.6 - 0.19(311))/5 = (18.6 - 59.09)/5 = -40.49/5 = 8.098 6th Step: Then substitute these values in regression equation formula Regression
Equation(y) = a + bx = -8.098 + 0.19x. if we want to know the approximate value of Y
for the variable x = 100. Then we can substitute the value in the above equation.
Regression Equation(y) = a + bx = -8.098 + 0.19(100). = -8.098 + 19 = 10.902This
example guides to find the relationship between two variables by calculating the
Regression from the above steps. - Read a book or download
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A Lion Among Men pdf kaufen? - As opposed to the earlier versions of television
displays, now with the advent of technology, LED TVs have gained immense
prominence. Today, more and more people prefer this type of display over others.
Reading further will answer your queries and will reason out the hullabaloo, this
technology has created.Being a flat panel display, an LED display uses an assemble of
light-emitting diodes to project the video on the screen. Here, in this mechanism, the
LED panel is a smaller component of the larger display. LED displays are not only used
in televisions, but, they are also preferred commercially in various aspects. One usually
sees them outdoors used in store signs and billboards. Also, they are found on public
transport vehicles to indicate the destination name. With more and more creative ideas
pouring in, they are also used for stage lighting during plays for the purpose of spotlights.
They can be used as a form for lighting to decorate your home or just used as task

lighting.Micromax produces a wide range of LED TVs to suit your needs and demands.
One of the fastest-growing consumer electronics companies in the country, Micromax
Informatics Limited has changed the face of technology in India. It is a harbinger of
affordable and quality technological marvels and has become a household name today.
The brand keeps itself updated with the latest innovations and brings them to market for
its customers. With sheer determination and dynamism to create unique products, the
brand has pioneered several technological innovations to its credit. Its product range
includes phones, data cards, tablets and consumer electronics like TVs. Hell bent on
making life easier and relaxed for Indian households, Micromax uses its out-of-the-box
ideas to improve the lives of people of the society. Micromax LED TVs are elegance
personified with features like Audio Visual Entertainment Architecture, HD interface,
Zero Dots LED panel, SRS audio, energy efficiency and much more. They are also
designed with several connectivity features wherein you can connect your TV to external
devices with the help of USB or HDMI ports. This feature enables you to watch movies,
listen to songs, view pictures and such on a bigger screen with your loved ones.The
exceptional Audio Visual Entertainment Architecture lets you have a spice of reality with
life-like picture quality and immersive experience like that of a home theatre. With Zero
Dots LED panels, Micromax Televisions offers unmatchable picture quality along with
natural colours and high contrast ratio. This also enhances the clarity and the pictures do
not flicker. The SRS sound system paves the way for amazing audio quality and blocks
unwanted noise to a great extent.You can buy Micromax LED TV online from various
online shopping websites. You can choose one by comparing two or more models in
terms of specifications, features and price in order to make a wise purchase. -Download
quickly, without registration

